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NATIONAL EVENING SEASON OPENS
DUTCH KOEKHAPPING & SWISH SCHOGGIBANANE KICK OFF

Sovjet design and architecture,
followed by the consumption
of national food, Vodka &
Jorsh ending in a Sovjet disco.

PARAPLU TODAY
DOMINIQUE DEHAIS >
in depth workshop review
BECAUSE OF BARBEQUE
PARTY LA CONDITION
PUBLIQUE IS CLOSED
SUNDAY - BETWEEN 12
- 20 HRS DORMATORIES
STAY OPEN

FASHION EVENING
TUESDAY NIGHT!

Soft parazit look for textil designers & models to do clothes.
Please meet us at the mezzanine of the main hall

REPORTERS WIDEN THEIR SCOPE

Editers have sent their chief
reporters out on a health-cure
to Amsterdam. Mental pressure and deadlines provoked an
unforeseen desire to escape the
EASA community for one day.
Free lance reporters couldn’t
make it in time, so EASA editing-team apologizes for this
only one page issue...

DELI CORNER
Today´s baguette was perfect. We love the French
for improving their baguette everyday! How do
they manage to continue
this daily improvement?
We can only praise the
staff’s efforts and skills.
And every morning
delivered avec l’amour!

Tonight EASA’s spectacular traditional National Evening
season will be opened by the Dutch & Swish teams.
The Dutch team, dressed in traditional orange national outﬁt
has been working on tonight’s
High-Rise Koekhapping
contest all day. In this contest,
both the Dutch traditional
koekhapping as the cutting
edge architectural skills are
combined in an architectural
game for teams of two (one
strong and one sensitive). Genever drinks are provided just as
the world famous Bitterballen
and Frikadellen snacks. The
Swish team brought a small
mountain with chalet and is
looking for a place to assemble
the whole. “French mountains are of inferior quality,
so we felt the responsibility
to bring our own” one of the
Swish participants informed
the PARAPLU. Kaﬁ-Lutz and
Schoggibanane will be served.
Though some countries seem to have disappeared
to get the requiered ingredients as fresh as possible from
their home country and some
preparations are extremely

secret, the PARAPLU provides
you with all the latest information. Some countries are still
phylosophing about the right
date, such as Greece, Turkey,
Italy and Spain combining
themselves in a Meditarenian
Fiesta with Turkish Raki, and
Greek “refreshments”. Spain is
still looking for caramba size
sangria buckets. Italians have
been reported missing from
workshops as they need all
pasta-stirring capacity. Turkish
EASA participants apperently all were selected on their
achievements in belly dancing.
MONDAY
The former Yugoslavian countries will temporarely re-unite
in some event. As always,
there is very much unknown
by the former Yugoslavians.
There will be Croatian viška
pogača for eating purposes and
Serbian pelinkovac to drink, as
long as the Serbs don’t drink
it all on forehand. Belarus will
be organizing a slideshow on

TUESDAY
A Scandinavian party will be
held, Denmark still rethinking
if they are a part of it. Denmark reports that there will be
5 rules, as that is what Denmark is famous for. Swedish
snus will be served and the
party will be cheered up with a
4 hour ABBA! concert. Finland
tries to take over the Sauna
workshop as they claim it their
national symbol. Included in
the party is a “Head Coverage

CONTINUED AT PAGE 2

EASA WEATHER!
27º
14º

Tomorrow’s weather wil
improve again, the sun
will hit on us with unprecedented force. Better ﬁll
up a bath tub with sunscreen and stay under.
Drinking advise: local
authorities warn for intoxications from swallowed
sunscreen.

« RÉSIN »

DOMINIQUE DEHAIS
IN DEPTH WORKSHOP REVIEW

Dominique has had a turbulent carreer, exposing his art
all over Europe combined
with teaching at the Lille
School of Architecture. His
work draws a close relation
with architecture, but refuses
to give in to functionality.
The concept of his sculpture
emerges from the spacing or
from what Heidegger calls
‘the releasing of spaces. This
years EASA brought him a
change, embracing functionality but with an inspired eagerness to give a ‘twist’ to our
good old bathroom. Thanks to

the cook’s desperate need for
a proper functioning washing
accomodation, Dominique set
out redeﬁning our smallest
room incorporating highly innovative materials, including
a glasﬁber wash-bowl and a
translucent (not transparent!)
door. The result will be a kind
of plug-in bathroom, sized
to ﬁt a truck, so after EASA
our cook can drive his new
acquisition home. That is: if

it will get ﬁnished, because
unfortunately not enough
participants subscribed... so if
anyone would like to help him
out, you’ll ﬁnd him behind the
bar area.

NATIONAL EVENINGS
CONTINUING PAGE 2
Competition” (who has the
coolest haircut, beard, hat,
moustache or mask?) French
male organizers and le chef
are already in training.
OTHER DAYS
UK will not present itself,
they actually prefer beer with
foam. Ireland reported that
it would rock but it would
also mention the fact that she
still weeps. Ukraine’s cuties
will make a small presentation with slides about their
country. French organization
informed the paraplu about
the french day, in which they
don’t work but only take
part in sex scandals, sleeping workshops and drinking
experiments. As wednesday
remains still unclaimed, this
will be the day. From every
country a gift should be given
to the French team. On the
spot PARAPLU reporters
understood the Louvre will be
build in baguettes & fromage.
Germany will introduce the
new Krautburger. Hungary’s
brings a Lengoteke game,
pálinko and a traditional hungarian plate fashion competition. All together the PARAPLU reporters are happy to see
the preparations in progress
and hope other countries will
present themselves. It will be
a great experience again! And
of course the PARAPLU will
keep you informed.

WORLD
NEWS
Orlando Bloom is
new James Bond

However, the ‘Pirates of the
Caribbean’ heartthrob will not
be replacing Pierce Brosnan
as 007 - instead he will star
in a movie about the suave
spy’ s younger days. A source
revealed: “The story that
Orlando will play Bond is
true but we are doing a rather
novel ﬁlm about the young
James Bond. The author, Ian
Fleming, never really got into
this period of his character
‘s life, but he did mention in
‘You Only Live Twice’ that
Bond attended Fettes College, having been expelled
from Eton. Miramax believe
Orlando will be perfect for the
role.

(DIS)APPEARANCES

Hungarian guy lost SWEATSHIRT. Blue Adidas shirt with
white stripes. Has been to
Croatian and Danish EASA’s
and Ljubljana and Berlin
INCM. Please give it back or
put it in the PARAPLU box.
Participant from Belarus who
lost his PASSPORT found it
back at the roof. He has no
clue how that happened

